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Tony Hey

Charge Letter from Patricia Dehmer (1)
• Asked ASCAC to establish a standing subcommittee to advise the
Office of Science on:
‘matters associated with the DOE Office of Scientific and Technical
Information (OSTI)’
• OSTI established in 1947 (by General Groves) to fulfill DOE’s
responsibilities for:
‘the collection, preservation, and dissemination of scientific and
technical information from DOE’s R&D activities’

Charge Letter from Patricia Dehmer (2)
• With today’s requirements for the broad sharing of digital data and
open access of publications, … [OSTI’s task] assumes a complexity
impossible to have imagined when OSTI was formed nearly 70 years
ago
• External, independent advice will be needed as OSTI transitions its
products and services to methods appropriate to the new era of
information gathering and sharing.

Charge Letter from Patricia Dehmer (3)
As first activity, want ASCAC-STI subcommittee to examine the
following four issues and provide a report by the ASCAC summer
meeting:
a) Are OSTI products and services ‘best in class’ and most critical?
b) Do they meet customer needs now?
c) Are they positioned to meet customer needs in the future?
d) What is national and international standing of OSTI and in what
areas should OSTI be a clear leader to fulfill its DOE responsibilities?
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Rick Luce, Dean of Libraries, Oklahoma University
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Comments on the DOE Open Access Policy
• DOE’s Public Access Policy
• Relies on DOE’s existing author submission systems for other forms of STI to mandate author
submissions of accepted manuscripts, either to their institutional repositories or to OSTI.
• As a complement to DOE’s existing infrastructure, DOE is partnering with the publisher
consortium CHORUS to ingest publisher metadata and provide links to publisher-hosted articles.

• Possible Additional Infrastructure from SHARE Initiative
• DOE is also collaborating in the early stages of development in the Shared Access Research
Ecosystem (SHARE) project. SHARE is a higher education and research community initiative to
ensure the preservation of, access to, and reuse of research outputs.
• The Association of Research Libraries (ARL), and the Association of American Universities (AAU),
and the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities (APLU) have partnered to develop
SHARE with significant input from the three associations’ member institutions and their broader
stakeholder communities.
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